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PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF USE OF CONICAL FLOW

SEPARATION FOR EFFICIENT SUPERSOUC DIFFUSION

By W. E. Moeckel and P. J. Evans, Jr.

SUMMARY

l~ll~llltll[lllllllli[ls
lJlM23.a.__. ...iz

AERONAUTICS

The use of flow separation on a rod projecting upstream of a blunt
body to decelerate the supersonic stresm shead of an annulsr “noseinlet
was investigated at Mach nmibers of 1.76, 1.93, and 2.10. At each Mach
number, the projection CtLstanceof the rod upstream of the nose was
varied to determine the location for optimum diffusion efficiency.
?“ total-pressure recoveries were obtained with rod tip projections
about 1.5 times the radius of the spherical nose @d were higher than
thQSe obtained with single-shock solid cones. In the vicinity of the
opthmm tip projections, subcritical operation was similar to that
observed with solid-cone inlets. The flow pattern upstream of the nose
for supercritical.operation was not appreciably sffectedby the high
pressures downstream in the annular passage. The effect of’angle .of
attack on the efficiency of the separation inlet was more severe than
for solid-body inlets; a reduction in maximum total-pressure recovery
from 90 to 81 percent was noted at a kch rmiber of 1.93 for an single
Of attack ;f go.

4

INI!ROIYJCTION

In reference 1 it is pointed out that the presence of a boundsry
layer or wakeupstresm of an axially symmetric blunt body tends to pro-
duce a conical separated-flow region at supersonic speeds. This coni-
cal separation creates a flow field similar to that past a solid cone
and should, consequently, be applicable for the compression of the
supersonic stream shead of an annular nose inlet. b the present
report, results of an investigation of the operating characteristics
of a separation-cone inlet are presented. The experiments were pre-
liminary in the sense that no drag data were obtained and no attempts
were made to improve the performance by meaus of internal contraction,
boundary-layer control, or systematic variation of the location of the
nose relative to the cowl. The investigation was conducted at the
NACA Lewis.laboratory.
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DESCRIPTION OF MOlX3L

d’“““’”l

A sketch of the inlet used, with significant dimensions and nota-
tions, is shown in figure 1. The spherical-nosedcenter body with
radius R s 0.375 inch and the projecting rods are the same as those
used in the aerodynamics investigation reported in reference 2. AU
tests tire run with a l/4-inch strip of Carborundum dust ylaced just
downstream of the conical tip of the rods. In the investigation of
reference 2, this strip produced a more neaT? conical separation
region at large tip projections than.the roas without the Carborundum _
strip. The ennular passage between the center body and the cowl was
desi~ed to produce no internel contraction. Downstream of the portion
of the inlet shown in figure 1, the bodyand the cowl were faired into,
and attached to, the subsonic diffuser and simulated combustion chamber
used in reference 3. A conical plug at the outlet of the cofiustion
chamber was used to determine the variation of pressure recovery with
mass flow through the diffuser~ ,.

The ratio of the distance of the nose upstresm of the cowl 2 to
the inlet radius of the cowl R. was initially selected so that the

shack corresponding to a 50° conical separation, tangent to the nose,
would pass just outside the lip at a free-streem Mach number of 2.0.
During the course of the investigation, the..riosewas moved upstream
l/16-inchbymeans of a spacer between the nose @ the afterbody.
This modification was found to increase the total-pressure recove
considerably at a Wch number of 1.93. ?The internal lip angle (13 ) is
equal to the flow angle immediately downstream of the shock from a
50° cone at a Wch number of 2.0, but a wide range of local flow angles
and Mach numbers could be tolerated withQtitproducihg shock detachment.

As in references 2 and 3, tjhemodel was-mounted on a flat plate -
and tested in the Lewis 18- by 18-inch tunnel. ,Thetest section Mach
number and Reymolds number are 1.91 and 3.24x106 per foot, respectively-.
By alterimg the sngle of attack of the flat plate, the model was tested
atMach numbers of 1.76, 1.93, and 2.10. .

Q~ TINE RESULTS

Schlieren photographs of the sequence of flow patterns obtained at
a Mach nuiber of 2.10 as the rod tip projection ws progressively
increased “areshown ih figure 2. !lhese”fla wpatternscorrespond to the
maximum pressure recovery attained at each tip projection. The ratio
of the mean stagnationpressure in the ccmibustionchamber to the.free-
stresm stagnation pressure is P~Po, and rn-~~ is the ratio of the

mass flow through ..theinlet to the maximum possible mass flow. Mass
flow through the combustion chamber was mea$wed with a standard A.S.M.E.”
orifice plate and-is accurate to within about *1 percent.
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The flow patterns upstresm of the cowl are identical with those
obtained in reference 2 with no cowl. The t@nsition from separation
at the shoulder of the rod to separation on the downstream surface
takes place, as in reference 2, for values of tip projection ratio R/L
between 0.3 and 0.25 (figs. 2(f) and 2(g)). The-second obld.queshock
with origin nesr the point of contact of the separation boundary and the
solid nose was noted also in reference 2 and appeared to be unaffected
by the.presence of the cowl at peak pressure recovery. The flow pat-
terns corresponrl~ngto peak pressure recovery (fig. 2) were not
noticeably changed as the outlet area was increased, although some

.-

increase in mass flow was obtained.

In figures 2(a) and Z(b) a detached shock can be seen at the cowl
lip. This shock is a result of the relatively l~ge flow deflection
singlesand the relatively low Mach number just downstream of the second
oblique shock. As the tip projection is increased, the second shock
becomes weslcer;and, for R/L<O.5, an attached shock appears at the
lip, The maximwn pressure recovery and mass flow, however, decrease
between R/L = 0.7 and R/L= 0.3. When the separation shifts from the
tip to the rod surface (fig. 2(f) and 2(g)), the pressure recovery and
mass flow again increase bu.t.reacha msximum lower than the first
(fig. 2(i)).

The first maximum in pressure recovery and mass flow occurs when
the half-angle of the conical sep~.ation region is about 25° (fig. 2(b)).
The peek recoveries at Mach nu?ibersof 1.76 and 1.93 also occurred near
the tip projections corresponding to this angle. This result corresponds
closely with that obtained with solid cones in reference 4, where both
analytical and experimental.peak pressure recoveries were obtained tith
25° half-eagle cones.

The chief diffe~ences between flow patterns obtained at a Mach
number of 2.10 and those obtained at Mach nunibersof 1.76 and 1.93 can
be seen in figure 3, where the configurations corresponding to the

‘

nmd.mum value of Pc/Po
..-.=

qttained at each Mach number sre shown. At a

Mach number of 1.76 (fig. 3(a)), the detached wave at the lip of the
cowl extends farther upstresm and appears to have absorbed the second
oblique shock observqd at the higher Wch numbers. The higher deflec-
tion angle and lower Mach numibernear the lip at a Mach number OY 1.76
account in pert for the difference in flow pattern. Another reason for
the difference is the smaller nose projection distance Z used at Mach
numiber1.76. The tests at a Mach number of 1.76 w-e run first, with
the ratio Z/R. = 0.25. At a Mach nuiber of 1.93 it was found that

higher pressure recoveries were attained when Z was increased
l/16-inch, corresponding to a value of Z/~ of 0.35. A further

increase in 2 to a distsmce l/8-inch upstresm of the ori@M Position . .
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yielded lower pressure recoveries than the l/16-inch increase. Conse-
quently, aid.subsequent’test%at Mach nunibersof 1.93 and 2.10 were run .

with l/~ =0.35. It appears likely that the press~e recovery at a

Mach number of 1.76 would also have been somewhat higher with.a lsrger”
—

nose projection and that the second oblique shock wauld have appeared.
—

At each Mach nuniber,a redesign of the.inlet lip to correspond to the
flaw angle behind the second oblique shock should raise the mass flow - ‘“_ ~~
by eliminating the detached shock at the lip of the cowl. .—.

The effect of angle of attack on.the flow pattern at a Mach number j-
of 1.93 is shown in figure 4, where the confi

r

ation which yielded the
highest efficiency at zero degre~s (fig. 3(b) is inclined at sn angle

.-=.
of attack of 4.75°. The pressure recovery is reduced about 3.2percent

.-
-.

at this angle of attack. ‘The reason for ~he large reduction is-
from the Schlieren photograph; a strong shock Wve is seen near
lower surface of the spherical nose. The separated-flowregion
dently doe~ not support the pressure difference between top snd
surfaces of a solid cone at @e of attack but tends, instead,
aline itself with-the stres.mdirection to minimize the pressure
entisl. A larger flow deflection results at.the bottom surface

evident _.
the —
evi-
bottom : ‘ .:
to .-

differ-
of the _:

nose, and the con~equent strong shock reduc.e.sthe pressure recovery.

The subcritical operation of the separation inlet was found to be
of the same nature as solid-body inlets, in.that pulsing was ,obseznmd
for a mass-flow ratio below that corresponding to peak pressure recov-. ‘: ~=
cry. For mass-flow ratios only slightly less than the peak recovery ““
values, pulses were infrequent and random in time. As the mass flow
was progressively reduced, pulses became mote frequent and the interv~ “.-l_ ~‘-
between pulses more nearly constant. One of the pulses obtained ata
fairly low mass-flow ratio is shown in fipyre 5, together with the pre-

—

dominant steady flow pattern. A series of eight flash photographs were .__
.

taken, of which only one showed the pulse (fig. 5(b)). Methods used to
reduce or eliminate subcriticalpulsing with solid-body inlets should
be equally effective with the separation i@et, since the instability
appe~s to be in no way related to the presence of the sepsrated flow
region. .-

QUANTITATIVE REX%L!TS ——.

In figures 6(a), 7(a), and 8(a) are shown the variations with tip
projection of maximum total-pressure recovery ad the corresponding

—

mass flows at each of the Mach numbers investigated. The variation of
total-pressure recovery with mass flow at the optimum tip projections

—;—
*

are sham in figures 6(b), 7(b), and 8(b). -.

.

. .
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At a Mach number of 1.76 (fig. 6) the effect on inlet character-
. istics of changing the rod radius from 0.17 R to 0.25 R is shown.

The thicker rod yielded somewhat lx@her pressure recoveries at small
tip projections (large R/L}j consequently, this rod was used in all
subsequent tests at the higher Mach nunibers. At small values of R/L,
however, for which separation occurs on the surface of the rod, higher
pressure recoveries were obtained with the thinner red. This result is

.-

understandable from the consideration that a conical deflection produces
a more efficient deceleration than a two-dimensional compression, and a
thin rod produces a more nearly conicsJ.flow than a thick rod. The
reason for the higher pressure recovery produced by the thicker rod
under the tip-separation condition is not so etident since the shock
patterns for the peak pressure recovery condition were abost identicsl

.-..

for the two rod radii (compare figs. 3(a} and 5(a)).

The effect of angle of attack u on the pmxinmm pressure recovery
and mass flow is shown for a Mach nunber of 1.93 in figure 7. The dif-
ference between the maximum recovery at a = O and at u = 4.75°
becomes greater’as R/L is decreased from 1.0. A maximum difference
is reached when-the location of separation changes from the tip to the
rod surface. In general, it appesrs that the effect of angle of attack
on pressure recovery becomes greater as the separation-cone angles
become smaller. The maximum pressure recweries at an angle of attack

.,
. .

of 4.75° were obtained with the smallest tip projections investigated ._. ,.._-
and were about 10 percent lower than the msximsm pressure recovery
attained at zero angle of attack.

The form of the nmdnmm pressime recovery curves as a function of
tip projection ratio R/L at zero angle of attack corresponds closely,
at each Mach nunber, to the form of the drag coefficient curves obtained -...
in reference 2, except that, for large R/L, the hag continued to
increase, whereas the pressure recovery reaches a maximum at R/L-O.70.
Both drag and pressure recovery reach a minimum when transition from .
separation at the tip to separation on the rod surface occurs. For tip””
projections greater than the critical value, both pressure recovery and
drag increase to a ~um and then begin a gradual decrease as the tip
projection becomes very large. t

As shown in figures .6(b),7(b), and 8(b), a gradual increase in
mass-flow ratio was obtained as the outlet area of the diffuser was

----

increased beyond the value corresponding to maximum pressure recovery.
A possible explanation for this increase may be as fouows: In refer- -.
ence 2 it is suggested that the entrainment of air by the main stresm .-
as it passes over the separated region may produce a reversed.flow nesx . . .“

. the point of contact of the separated region with @e solid nose. This
reversed flow, which may be responsible for the”second oblique shock, ‘“”
could be influenced by the back pressure and might be expected to.
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decrease in magnitude as the back pressure is decreased.
tive explanation suggests that somewhat higher mass-flow

NACA RM ES1J08

This tenta-
ratios could

be obtained by locating the internal normal shock sufficiently far
downstream so that its effect-on the sepsrated region wouldbe negligi-
ble even at peak pressure recovery. A relatively long constant-area
passage my, therefore, be beneficial for the separation-typeinlet.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER INLET6

In figure 9, the maximum pressure recoveries and corresponding
mass-flow ratios obtained with the separation inlet are compared with
the values obtained in reference 3,for several types of solid-body
inlet and with a theoretical “curvefor the msximum pressure recovery
obtainable with a 50° cone followed by a noimal shock is included.
Although the inlets of reference 3 were not optimum configurations,
they can be considered as roughly equivalent in development stage to
the sep~ation inlet investigated herein. Eigher ~ss flows (and
consequently lower additive drags) were obtained with the inlets
reported ,inreferences 5 and 6, but the pressure recoveries were
considerably lower than those reported in reference 3. Since no
attempt was made to maximize the mass flow for the separation inlet ‘
(by redesigning the COWI lip),the comparisonwith results of refer-
ence 3 is believed to be reasonably valid.

The pressure recoveries attained with the separation inlet at
Mach nmibers of 1.93 and 2.10 are higher than those obtained with a
solid 50? cone and are only about 2 percent lower than the maximum
theoretical values for a single-shock cone inlet. Since the losses
in the subsonic portion of the diffuser are,probably greater thar’
2 percent, it is evident that the’second oblique shock contributed
materially to the-pressure recovery of the separation inlet. ml s
inlet should therefore be “classedas a double oblique shock inlet,
and pressure recoveries corresponding tg.such an i@et sho~d.be
attainable. The data of figure 9 show that-in these preliminary
tests the-separation inlet is intermediate between the single-shock
inlet and the isentropic center-body inlet both with regard to ‘
maximum pressure recovery and correspondingmass flow at Mach num-
hers of 1.93 and 2.lQ. At a Mach number of 1.76, where no attempt
was made to raise the maximum pressure recovery by changing the body
projection t, the maximum pressure recovery is below the solid-cone
value; but the mas~ flow is considerably higher.

-.

Except for the large effect of angle @. attack, the separation
inlet appears to have no serious disadvantages relative to solid-body
inlets. The.strong effect of angle of attati could probably be reduced
by providing a.splitterplate to_isolate th~ upperand lower portions._
of the separated region. Such a modification, however, might reduce” .
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.

.

the effectiveness of the separation inlet at subsonic speeds and for
radome application. Other possibilities sre to rotate the spherical
nose so that alinement of the rod with the free-stresm dir+ction is

.—

preserved or to provide a feedback tube between the combustion chamber
and the nose to regulate the pressure in the separated region and,
consequently, the effective cone angle of the compression surface.
Some resesrch on alleviation of angle-of attack effects
necessary before the separation inlet can be considered

*
o equal to the solid-body inlet.
*N

CONCLUDING RXMARKS

app”ears
operationally

The use of flow separation on a rod projecting upstream of a blunt
body to decelerate a supersonic stream was investigated at Mach nunibers
of 1.76, 1.93, and 2.10. Pressure recoveries and mass-flow ratios com-
parable with those obtained with solid-center-body inlets were obtained.
Subcritical instability was found to be of the same nature as that
obtained with solid-body inlets. The effect of angle of attack in
reducing the efficiency of the inlet was more sev-erethan for solid-
body inlets, because of the tendency of the separation cone to aline
itself with the free-stream direction. Resesxch to reduce the strong
sngle of attack effect may be necesssry before the separation inlet can
be considered equivalent to a solid-body inlet from the operational
standpoint.
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